In autumn, maple trees disperse their seeds by employing autorotation under windy conditions. Maple seeds equipped with a small wing begin to autorotate within 1 m after they are detached from trees, and the autorotating motion generates the lift force that slows down its descent [1, 2] . From measurements using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV), it was elucidated that a stable leading-edge vortex (LEV) is generated by the rotating wing, allowing it to attain a high lift force [1] . However, due to complex vortical structures behind maple seeds, their dynamic behaviors have not been fully understood.
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To understand the falling mechanism together with the flow characteristics, we conduct an unsteady three-dimensional numerical simulation of a freely falling maple seed. For the simulation, a three-dimensional seed model [ Fig. 1(a) ] is obtained by scanning a maple seed (Acer palmatum), and we assume that the density of the maple seed is uniform over the nut and wing areas. We use an immersed boundary method in a noninertial reference frame [3] fixed to the center of mass of the seed. Numerical details are given in [4] . Figure 1(b) shows the time traces of descending and rotating velocities of the maple seed during free fall. Initially, the descending velocity increases almost linearly under the gravity, and then decreases as the rotating velocity develops (autorotation). Finally, the seed reaches a periodic state with terminal descending and rotating velocities. Fig. 2(b) ]. In the periodic state, due to the rotating motion of the wing, the leading-edge (LEV), wing-tip (WTV), wing-root (WRV), and trailing-edge (TEV) vortices are generated, and the wake zone is broad [ Fig. 2(c) ]. In particular, the LEV remains stable along the span, rather than sheds into the wake. This creates a high lift force, resulting in a significant reduction of the descent velocity [1] . Therefore, all the vortices except the LEV dominate the wake behind the seed. 
